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DISCUSSION: The director of the California Service Center denied the nonimmigrant visa 
petition and thc matter is now beforc the Administrativc Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The 
appeal will he dismissed. The petition will be denied. 

The petitioner is an Indian restaurant with seven cmployees and a stated gross annual income of 
$863,483. It sccks to employ the beneficiary as a part-time accountant pursuant to section 
IOl(a)(lS)(H)(i)(b) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 8 
1 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b). The director denied the petition collcluding that the petitioner failed to 
establish that thc proffered position is a specialty occupation. 

The record of proceeding bcfore the AAO contains (1) the Form 1-129 and supporting 
documentation; (2) the director's request for additional evidence (RFE); (3)  the petitioner's 
response to the RFE; (4) the director's denial lcttcr; and (5) the Form I-290B and brief submitted 
by counsel. The AAO reviewed the record in its entirety before issuing its decision. 

The primary issuc the AAO will consider is whether thc position qualifies as a specialty 
occupation. To meet its burden of proof in this regard, the petitioner must establish that the 
ernploymetlt it is offerillg to the beneficiary meets the followi~lg statutory and regulatory 
requirements. 

Section 214(i)(l) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 3 1184(i)(l) defines 
the term "specialty occupation" as one that rcquires: 

(A) theoretical and practical applicatio~l of a body of highly special~zed 
knowledge, and 

(B) attainment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or its 
equivaletlt) as a minimum for entry into the occupation in the United 
States. 

The term "specialty occupation" is further defined at 8 C.F.R. 214,2(h)(4)(ii) as: 

An occupation which requires theoretical and practical application of a body of 
highly specialized knowledge in fields of human endeavor including, but not 
limited to, architecture, enginecring, mathematics, physical sciences, social 
sciences, medicine and health, educatiotl, business specialties. accounting, law, 
theology, and the arts, and which requires the attainmcnt of a bachelor's degrec or 
higher in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, as a minimum for cntry into the 
occupation in the United States. 

Pursuant to 8 C.F.R. 8 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A), to qualify as a specialty occupation, the position must 
also meet one of the following criteria: 

(1)  A baccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent is nornmally the 
minimurn requil-ement for entry into the particular position; 
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(2) Thc degree requirement is common to the industry in parallel positions 
among similar organizations or, in the alternative, an employer may show 
that its particular position is so complex or ~ ~ n i q u e  that it can be performed 
only by an individual with a degree; 

(31 The employer normally requires a degree or its equivalent for the position; 
or 

(4 )  The nature of the specific duties is so specialized and complex that 
ki~owlcdgc rcquircd to perform the duties is usually associated with the 
attainment of a baccalaureatc or highcr dcgrcc. 

As a threshold issue, it is noted that 8 C.F.R. $ 214.2(11)(4)(iii)(A) must logically be read together 
with section 214(i)(l) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 5 1 IX4(i)(l), and 8 C.F.R. 5 214.2(h)(4)(ii). In other 
words, this regulatory language must be construed in harmony with the thrust of the related 
provisions and with the statute as a whole. See K Mart Corp. v. G ~ r t i e r  Inc., 486 U.S. 281. 291 
(1988) (holding that construction of language which takes into account the design of the statute 
as a whole is preferred); see also COlT Indepetzderzce Joint Verzture v. Federal Suv. and Loc~t~ 
Ins. Corp., 489 U.S.  561 (1989); Matter of W-F-, 21 I&N Dec. 503 (BIA 1996). As such, the 
criteria stated in 8 C.F.R. 5 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) should logically he read as being necessary but 
not necessarily sufficieilt to meet the statutory and regulatory definition of specialty occupation. 
To otherwise interpret this section as stating thc nccessary r~nd sufficient conditions for meeting 
the definition of specialty occupation would result in particular positions meeting a conditiou 
under 8 C.F.R. 5 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A) but not the statutory or regulatory definition. See Drfensor I>. 

Meissner, 201 F.3d 384, 387 (5th Cir. 2000). To avoid this illogical and absurd result, 8 C.F.R. 
5 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A) must theresore he read as stating additional requirements that a position 
must meet, supplemcnting the statutory and regulatory definitions of specialty occupation. 

Consonant with section 214(i)(l) of the Act and the regulation at 8 C.F.R. $ 214.2(h)(4)(ii), U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) consistently iuterprets the term "degree" in the 
critcria at 8 C.F.R. 5 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A) to mean not just any baccalaureate or higher degree, but 
one in a specific specialty that is directly rclatcd to thc proffered position. Applying this 
standard, USCIS regularly approvcs H-lB petitions for qualified aliens who are to be employed 
as engineers, computer scientists, certified public accountants, college professors, and other such 
occupations. These professions, for which petitioners have regularly been able to establish a 
minimum entry requirement in the United States of a baccalaureatc or higher degree in a specific 
specialty, or its equivalent, fairly represent the types of specialty occupations that Congress 
contemplated when it created the H-I B visa category. 

in this matter, the petitioner seeks the beneficiary's services as a part-time accountant. In the 
petitioner's letter dated March 9, 2009, the petitioner states that it wishes to hire the beneficiary 
to: 

Prepare and analyze accounting records and financial statements as well as implement thc 
accounting and financial systcm of the company (30% of the beneficiary's time); 
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Prepare detailed accounti~ig reports including balance sheets as well as profit and loss 
statements using financial and accounting software (30% of time); 
Apply accounting principles to analyze data and financial operations as well as project future 
revenues and expenditures (15% of time); 
Advisc the owner of the company's financial health and present plans to maximize profits 
(10% of time); 
Evaluate costs and benefits of expenditures (10% of time); and 
Negotiate with representatives from food supply companies to cut costs ( 5 % ~  or time) 

The AAO's first point with regard to its analysis of the proffered position is that, despite the 
petitioner's assumption to the contrary, accountants do not comprise an occupational group that 
catcgorically requires at least a bachelor's degree, or the equivalent, in a specific specialty. 

The AAO recognizes the Handbook as an authoritative source on the duties and educational 
rcquirernents of the wide variety of occupations that it addresses.l As will now be discussed, the 
Htrtidhook indicates that accountants do not coristitutc an occupalional group that catcgorically 
requires a specialty-occupatio~i level of education, that is, at least a U.S. bachelor's degree, or the 
equivalent, in a specific specialty. 

The "Accountants and Auditors" chapter at the 2010-201 1 edition of the Hutldhook indicates that 
not every accountant position requires least a bachelor's degree level of knowledge in accounting 
or a related specialty. 

The introduction to the "Training, Other Qualifications, and Advancement" section of thc 
Hatzdhook states that "Lmlost accountants and auditors need at lcast a bachelor's degree in 
business, accounting, or a related field." This does not support the view that any accountant job 
qualifies as a specialty occupation. "Most" is not indicative that a particular position within the 
wide spectrum of accountant jobs normally requires at least a bachelor's degree, or its 
equivalent, in a specific specialty (the criterion at 8 C.F.R. 5 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(I)), or that a 
pa~ticular accountant position is so specialized and complex as to require knowledge usually 
associated with attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in a spccific specialty (the criterion 
at 8 C.F.R. S; 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(~)(4)).' Further, the "Education and training" subsection of the 
aforementioned section of the Hnrzdbook includes this statement: 

Some graduates of .junior colleges or business or correspondence schools, as well as 
bookkeeping and accounting clerks who meet the education and experience 
rcquircments set by their employers, can obtain junior accounting positions and 
advance to accountant positions by dcrnonstrating theil- accounting skills on thc job. 

In this context, the fact that a person may be employed in a position designated as that of an 
accountant and may apply accounting principles in the course of his 01. her job is not in itself 

I All references are to the 2010-201 1 edition of the Hun<lhook, which may he accessed at the Internet site 
http://u:w.w: hl.s.~ov/OCOl 
' For instance, the first definition of "most" in We6srer.s New Collegicrte College Dic.fior!ury 7 3  1 (Third 
Edition, Hough Mifflin Harcoun 2008) is "Greatest in number, quantity, sire, or degl-ee." 
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sufficient to establish the position as one that qualifies as a specialty occupation. Thus, it is 
incumbent on the petitioner to provide sufficicnt evidence to establish that the particular position 
that it  proffers here would necessitate accounting services at a level requiring the theoretical and 
practical application of at least a bachelor's degrcc level of knowledge in accounting. This the 
petitioner has failed to do. 

The AAO notes that, as rcflected in the job description quoted above in this decision, thc 
petitioner dcscribes the duties of the proffered position in terms of generalized and generic 
functions, which, thc AAO finds, do not convey either thc substantive nature of eithcr the specific 
matters upon which the beneficiary would focus or the practical and theoretical level of level 
accounting kliowledgc that the beneficiary would have to apply to those matters. As the evidencc 
in this record of proceeding does not establish the educational attainment actually required to 
perform the proffered position, the petitioner failed to satisfy any criterion at 8 C.F.R. $ 
214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A). Accordingly, thc appeal must be dismissed, and the petition denied. 

In its support letter, the petitioner states that the proffered position requires at least a Bachelor's 
degree in Accounting, Business Administration or a related field. 

The petitioner also submitted copies of the beneficiary's foreign degree in Commerce along with 
a credential cvaluation finding that the beneficiary's foreign education, together with a little over 
three years of experience, is equivalent to a U.S. Bachelor of Science degree in Accou~iting. 

On May 8, the dircctor requested additional information from the petitioner to demonstrate that 
the proffered position is a specialty occupation, including evidcncc that a bona fide job offcr for 
an accountant position cxists. 

Counsel for the petitioner stated that the reason thc petitioner is hiring the beneficiary is because 
it needs the bcneficiary to act as a liaison between the pctitioner and Bains Accountancy Corp.. 
CPA. In other words. thc petitioner already uscs a CPA and intends to continue using the CPA 
after the beneficiary is hired. Further, counsel states that the petitioner uses Bains Accountancy 
Corp. to file thc petitioner's federal incolnc taxes, but the day-to-day accounting tasks, including 
cash-flow monitoring, revenue forecasting, and cost control analysis are currently thc 
responsibilities of the petitioner's President. The petitioner has failed to produce any cvidence 
that the petitioner's President holds a U.S. Bachelor's degree or the equivalent in Accounting, 
Business Administration or a related field, which the petitioner alleges is required to perform the 
duties of the proffered position. 

Counsel has submitted an invoice from Bains Accountancy Corp., which has charged $700 for 
tax return preparation. If the beneficiary will act as a liaison between the petitioner and Bains 
Accountancy Corp. as counsel alleges, it is not clear how this would engage the beneficiary on a 
year-round basis as Bains Accountancy Corp. is only responsible for preparing the petitioner's 
tax returns. 

Additionally, coulisel provided an organizational chart, which lists thc beneficiary as thc part- 
tiir~e accountant. The other positious include the Prcsidcut, Secretary, Chef, Cook. Busboys, and 
Waiters. The petitioner does not appear to employ anyone with the job title of bookkeeper. 
Therefore, i t  is not clear who, besides thc bcneficiary, \r~ould perform the duties of a bookkceper. 
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Additionally, counsel submitted copies of four advertisements from other businesses, only one of 
which requires at least a bachelor's degree in accounting. The other advertisements state that 
either a bachelor's degree is only preferred or that only a degree is required, without specifying 
that the degree must be at least a bachelor's degree or the equivalent. The one advertisement that 
requires a bachelor's degree in accounting is not from a company that is parallel to the petitioner. 
Even though the company placing the advertisement is in the restaurant industry, it has sales of 
over $100 million, 32 restaurants, and over 2300 employees. Therefore, as the company placing 
the ad is substantially larger and generates much more revenue than the petitioner, it is not 
parallel to the petitioner. 

Additionally, counsel submitted an expert opinion letter from Jassie Dhillon, Manager for 
another Indian restaurant. Mr. Dhillon's letter states that it is "common practice for businesses 
within the Restaurant and Food Service industry to require the services of an Accountant who 
holds at least a Bachelor's degree in Finance, Accounting, Commcrce, or a rclated field." 
However, Mr. Dhillon does not state that i t  is normal for a restaurant similar to the petitioner to 
employ an accountant in-house who holds at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty. 
The AAO notes that the petitioner already uses a CPA firm that it intends to continue using even 
after the beneficiary is hired. Moreover, Mr. Dhillon does not state that his restaurant employs 
an Accountant in-house with at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty. 

The director denied the petition, finding lhat the petitioner had satisfied none of the criteria set 
forth at 8 C.F.R. S; 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A), and therefore had not established that the proposed 
position qualifies for classification as a specialty occupation. 

On appeal counsel argues that the proffered duties come under the section in the Htr~ldhook on 
accountants and auditors. 

To make its determination whether the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation, the 
AAO turns to the criteria at 8 C.F.R. 5 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(1) and (2): a baccalaureate or higher 
degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent is the normal lninimum requirement for entry into 
the particular position; and a degree requirement in a specific specialty is common to the 
industry in parallel positions among similar organizations or a particular position is so complex 
or ~ ~ n i q u e  that i t  can he performed only by an individual with a degree in a specific specialty. 
Factors considered by the AAO when determining these criteria include: whether the Htr~~dhook, 
on which the AAO routinely relies for the educational requirements of particular occupations. 
reports the industry requires a degree in a specific specialty; whether the industry's professional 
association has made a degree in a specific specialty a minimum entry requirement; and whether 
letters or affidavits from firms or individuals in the industry attest that such firms "routinely 
employ and recruit only degreed individuals." See Slrtrr~ti, Inc. I). Reno, 36 F. Supp. 2d 1 15 1.  
1165 (D. Minn. 1999) (quoting Hird/Blrrker Corl~.  v. Stria, 71 2 F. Supp. 1095, 1 102 (S.D.N.Y. 
1989)). 

The AAO finds that some of the duties fall under the Hatzdbooli's section on bookkeeping, 
accounting, and auditing clerks. Furthermore, as related in this decision's earlier discussion of 
the proposed duties in the context of the Harzdhook'.~ information about accountants, the record 
of proceeding fails to establish that any accounting duties to be performed by the beneficiary 
would require the practical and theoretical application of a body of highly specialized accounting 
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knowledge attained by at least a bachelor's degree, or the equivalent, in accounting, as required 
by the statutes and regulations regarding a position's qualification as an H - I B  specialty 
occupation. 

The Hurzdbook's description of bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing clerks provides in 
pertinent part: 

Bookkeepitig, accounting, and auditing clerks are financial record keepers. They 
~lpdcrte and muiizluin ucco~rntirig recortls, irzc~luding th(ose whirl1 cerlculcrtr 
expenditures, receipts. tlccounts ptrytrhle cltlrl rc~c~eivclhle, und profit and loss. 
These workers have a wide range of skills from full-charge bookkecpers, who can 
maintain an entire company's books, to accountilig clerks who handle specific 
tasks. All these clerks make numerous computations each day and must be 
comfortable using computers to calculate and record data. 

In small businesses, bookkeepers and bookkeeping clerks often have 
responsibility for some or all the accounts, known as the general ledger. They 
record all transactions and post debits (costs) and credits (incomc). They also 
produce financial statements and prepare reports and summa!-ies for supervisors 
and managers. Bookkeepers prepare bank dcposits by compiling data fro111 
cashiers, verifying and balancing receipts. and sending cash, checks, or other 
forms of payment to the bank. Additionally, thcy may handle payroll, make 
purchases, prepare invoices, and keep track of overdue accounts. 

In large companies, accounting clerks have more specialized tasks. Their titles, 
such as accounts payable clerk or accounts receivable clerk, oftcn reflect the type 
of accounting they do. In addition, their responsibilities vary by level of 
experience. Entry-lcvel accounting clerks post dctails of transactions, total 
accounts, and compute interest charges. Thcy also may ~no~ii tor  loans and 
accounts to ensure that payments are up to datc. More advanced accourlting clerks 
may total, balance, and reconcile billing vouchers; ensure the completeness and 
accuracy of data on accounts; and code documcnts according to company 
procedures. 

Auditing clerks verify records of transactions posted by other workers. Thcy 
check figures, postings, and documents to ensure that they are mathematically 
accurate, and properly coded. They also correct or note errors for accountants or 
other workers to frx. 

A.s or,ycrrlircrtion.s contirllre lo coinl,utcri,-e their ,fri?trncitr/ rrc.ort1.s. nltrrry 
hookkeepirzg, uc~:ounrirz,y, crrzd ulidiiing clerks use specitrlizc~d nccouritirzg 
softwclre, sprendskeet.~, urzd c1c~ttrbtrsr.s. Most clerks  no^, erzter ir~fortnutio~t ,fronz 
receipts or bills info computers, und the irz/i~rmcrtion is fhet~ stored electror~iccrliy. 
The wide.~precrd use of computers ulso hus enabled bookkeeping, c~ccoltrititlg, arld 
cr~rditirzg clerks to take on udditionul resi~orr.sibilitie.s, srtch as payroll, 
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procnrement, and billing. Many of these functions require these clcrks to write 
letters and make phone calls to customers or clients. 

(Emphasis added.) 

As discussed previously, the petitioner already uses a CPA firm and counsel has stated that the 
pctitioner will continue to use the CPA firm after hiring the beneficiary. Additionally, the 
petitioner has failed to provide evidence that the President, who currently performs some of the 
proffered duties, has at least a bachelor's degrcc in a specific specialty. Moreover, the petitioner 
does not cmploy a Sookkeeper and has not explained who would perform bookkeeping and 
accounting clerk functio~is after the beneficiary is hired. Additionally, the proffered job dutics as 
described by the petitioner are vague and gencric. As such, they do not establish that their 
performance requires the thcoretical and practical applicatio~i of at least a bachelor's degree level 
of a body of highly specialized knowledge in a specific specialty. Thcrefore, the petitioner failed 
to demonstrate that i t  has sufficient work as an accountant for the beneficiary to work 
exclusively in that occupation. Also, the fact that the petitioner did not indicate in its 
organizational chart or anywhere else that it employs a bookkeeper means that the beneficiary is 
likely to perform at least some duties that fulfill its bookkeeping functions. 

According to the Hundbook section on accountants and auditors: 

Accountants and auditors help to ensure that firms are run efficiently, public 
records kept accurately, and taxes paid properly and on time. They analyze and 
communicate financial information for various entities such as companies. 
individual clients, and Federal, State, and local governments. Beyond carrying out 
the fundamental tasks of the occupation-providing information to clients by 
preparing, analyzing. and verifying financial documents-many accountants also 
offer budget analysis, financial and i~ivcstrnent planning. information technology 
consulting, and limited legal services. 

Specific job duties vary widely among the four major fields of accou~iting and 
auditing: public accountitig, management accounting, government accounting. 
and internal auditing. 

Under the Handbook's description of accountants and auditors, government accountanls work in 
the public sector, and internal auditors check for mismanagement, waste or fraud. Since thcse 
descriptions of accountants clearly do not apply to the proffered position, the focus of the AAO's 
analysis will be on whether the proffered position is that of a public or management accoutitant. 

According to thc Handbook: 

Public accountants perform a broad range of accounting, auditing, tax, and 
consulting activities for their clients, which may bc corporations, governments. 
nonprofit organizations, or individuals. For example, some public accountants 
concentrate on tax matters, such as advising companies about the tax advantages 
and disadva~ltages of certain busi~iess decisions and preparing individual income 
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tax returns. Others offer advice in areas such as compe~lsation or ernployee 
healthcare benefits, the design of accounting and data processing systems, and the 
selection of controls to safeguard assets. Still others audit clients' financial 
statements and inform investors and authorities that the statements have been 
correctly prepared and reported. These accountants are also referred to as external 
auditors. P~lblic ac~o~intc~nt .~,  many of whom are Certijied Public Accountclnis 
(CPAs), generc~lly have their own b~~sine.s.re.s or work,fijr public ucco~rrliitz~,fi'rms. 

Management accountants . . . . record and analyze the financial information of the 
companies for which they work. Among their other responsibilities are budgeting, 
performance evaluation, cost management, and asset management. Usually, 
management accountants are part of executive teams involved in strategic 
planning or the development of new products. They analyze and interpret the 
financial information that corporate executives need to make sound business 
decisions. They also prepare i'inancial reports for other groups, including 
s~ockholders, creditors. regulatory agencies, and tax authorities. Within 
accounting departments. managemerit accountants may work in various arcas, 
including financial analysis. pla~lning and budgeting, and cost accounting. 

Under the Hc~ndbook's description, it therefore appears to be unusual for small businesses to 
employ a public or management accountant, since public accountants are usually CPAs with 
their own busiriess or employed by accounting firms, while management accountants are usually 
part of executive teams and prepare financial reports for other entities in addition to their 
employer. Thus, it is incumbent upon thc petitioner to demonstrate it has sufficient work to 
require the services of a person with at least a bachelor's degree in accounting or a closely 
related specialty, or the equivalent, to perform the duties of an accountant on a part-time basis. 

While the AAO acknowledges that some of the duties described by the petitiouer are similar to 
those under the sectior~ 011 accountants and auditors in the Htmdbook, it here incorporates and 
reiterates by reference its earlier comments in this decisio~l regarding the lack of evidence 
subslanlialing the r~ature and educational level of accounting knowledge that would be required for 
the actual performance of the beneficiary's work. Further, as discussed above, because the 
petitioner did not provide supporting evidence to demonstrate that it has sufficient work in a 
specialty occupation for the beneficiary to perform and because the petitioner already uses a CPA 
whom it  intends to continue to use after the beneficiary is hired, the AAO finds that the proffered 
occupation is not that of an accour~ta~lt or auditor. Instead, it more closely resembles the positions 
described undcr the Htrndhook section on bookkeeping. accounting, and auditiug clerks. 

With respect to education and training requirerne~lts lor bookkeeping. accounting, and auditing 
clerks, the Handbook states: 

Most bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing clerks are required to have n high 
school degree at a minimum. However, having some postsecondary education is 
increasingly important and all associate degree in business or accounting is required 
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for some positions. Although a bachelor's degree is rarely required, graduates may 
accept bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing clerk positions to get into a particular 
company or to enter the accounting or finance field with the hope of eventually 
being promoted. 

In other words, a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty is not required for the proffered 
position. 

To determine whether a particular job qualifies as a specialty occupation, USCIS does not simply 
rely on a position's title. The specific duties of the proffered position, combined with the nature 
of the petitioning entity's business operations, are factors to be considered. lJSCIS must 
examine the ultimate employment of the alien, and determine whether the position qualifies as a 
specialty occupation. See grrzerully D<ferlsor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384. The critical element 
is not the title of the position nor an employer's self-imposed standards, but whether the position 
actually requires the theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized 
knowledge, and the attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in the specific specialty as the 
minimum for entry into the occupation, as required by the Act. 

As the Hcmdbook indicates that the proffered position does not belong to an occupational 
classification for which there is a categorical requirement for at least a bachelor's degree in a 
specific specialty, and as the duties of the proffered position as described in the record of 
proceeding do not indicate that the particular position proffered in this petition is one for which a 
baccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent in a specific specialty is nornlally the minimum 
requircrnent for entry, the petitioner failed to satisfy the first criterion at 8 C.F.R. 
2 14.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). 

Next, the AAO finds that the petitioner has not satisfied the first of the two alternative prongs of 
8 C.F.R. 5 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). This prong alternatively requires a petitioner to establish that a 
bachelor's degree, in a specific specialty, is common to the petitioner's industry in positions that 
are both: ( I )  parallel to the proffered position; and (2) located in organizations that are similar to 
the petitioner. 

In determining whether there is such a common degree requirement, factors often considered by 
USClS include: whether the Hundhook reports that the industry requires a degree; whether the 
industry's professional association has made a degree a minimum entry requirement; and whether 
letters or affidavits from firms or individuals in the industry attest that such firms "roulinely employ 
and recruit only degreed individuals." See Shunti, Inr. v. Reno, 36 F .  Supp. 2d 1151. 1 165 (D.Minn. 
1999) (quoting Hird/Bluker Corp. v. Suva, 712 F .  Supp. 1095, 1102 (S.D.N.Y. 1989)). 

'4s reflected in this decision's discussions regarding the Handbook's information, the petitioner has 
not established that its proffered position is one for which the Hcirzdbook reports an industry-wide 
requirement for at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty. 

The accountant job-vacancy advel-tisements suhmitted by the pelitioner are not probative of thc 
proffered position being a specialty occupation, for the reasons described earlier in this dccision. 
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Additionally, the expert letter never states that it is normal for restaurants similar to the petitioner 
to hire accountants in-house who have at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty. 

For the reasons discussed above, the petitioner has not satisfied the first alternative prong oS 8 
C.F.R. # 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). 

The petitioner also failed to satisfy the second alternative prong of 8 C.F.R. $ 
214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2), which provides that "an employer may show that its particular position is 
so cornplex or unique that it can be performed only by an individual with a degree." The 
evideticc of record docs not refute the Hcmclhook' .~  infor~nation to the effect that a bachelor's 
degree is not required in a specific spccialty. Thc record lacks sufficiently detailed information 
to distinguish the proffered position as unique from or morc complex than bookkeeping, 
accounting, or auditing clerk positions that rcquire the application of accounting principles. but 
that arc not at a level that requires the dcgree of highly specialized knowledge in accountitlg that 
is only attained by the attainment of at least a bachelor's degree, or the equivalent, in accounting 
or a rclated specialty. 

Next, the record of proceeding does not establish a prior history of recruiting and hiring for the 
proffered position only persons with at least a hachelor's degree, or the equivalent, in a specific 
specialty. Although the petitioner indicates the President has performed somc of the proffered 
duties, the petitioner has not provided evidence that the President has at least a bachelor's degree 
or the equivalent in a specific specialty related to accounting. Further, the petitioner did not 
provide a detailed position description for the President to dctcrmine whether the President's 
positiotl is similar to the one proffered to the beneficiary. Therefore, the petitioner has not 
satisfied the third criterion of 8 C.F.R. 5 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). 

The fourth criterion at 8 C.F.R. # 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) requires a petitioner to establish that thc 
nature of its position's duties is so specialized and complex that the kr~owlcdge required to 
perform them is usually associated with the attainment of a baccalaureate or highcr degree. 
Here, the AAO incorporates by rcference and rciterates i t  earlicr discussions about the 
generalized and generic nature of the petitioner's descriptions of the proposed duties. Thc 
petitioncr has failed to establish that the dutics of the proffered position are sufficiently 
specialired and complex that their performance would require knowledge of accounting at a 
level usually associated with at lcast a bachelor's dcgree, or the equivalent, in accounting or a 
related spccialty. lnsufficietlt cvidence was also provided to demolistrate that the proffered 
position reflects a higher degrec of knowledge and skill than would normally be required of 
bookkeeping clerks, accounting clerks, auditing clcrks, tax preparers, or other types of 
employees, including those bearing the title "accountant," who engage in some accoutlti~lg duties 
and employ somc accounting principles, but 110t at a level of an accountant applying theoretical 
and practical knowledge of accounting that is i~sually ;rssociated with at least a hachelol.'~ dezrce 
in accounting or a closely related specialty. 

Additionally, the AAO notes that the petitioner stated that the bachelor's degree it allegedly 
requires for the proffered position could be in busi~iess administration. Even if established by the 
evidence of record, which it is not, the requirement of a bachelor's degree i11 business 
administration is inadequate to establish that a position qualifies as a specialty occupation. A 
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petitioner must demonstrate that the proffered position requires a prccise and specific course of 
study that relates directly and closely to the position in question. Since there must be a close 
corollary between the required specialized studies and the position, the requirement of a degree 
with a generalized title, such as business administration, without further specification, does not 
establish the position as a specialty occupation. See Mutter of Michael Hertz As.sociates, 19 I&N 
Dec. 558 (Comm. 1988). To prove that a job requires the theoretical and practical application of 
a body of specialized knowledge as required by Section 214(i)(l) of the Act, a petitioner must 
establish that the position requires the attainment of a bachelor's or higher degrec in a specialized 
field of study. USCIS interprets the degree rcquiremeut at 8 C.F.R. $ 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(l) to 
require a degree in a specific specialty that is directly related to the proposed position. USCIS 
has consistently stated that, although a general-purpose bachelor's degree, such as a degree in 
business administration, may he a legitimate prerequisite for a particular position, requiring such 
a degree, without more, will not justify a finding that a particular position qualifies for 
classification as a specialty occupation. See Koyul Sinrw Corp. v. Cherrofl; 484 F.3d 139, 147 
(1st Cir. 2007). 

The AAO, therefore, concludes that the proffered position failed to satisfy the criterion at 8 
C.F.R. $ 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(4). 

For the reasons related in the preceding discussion, thc petitioner has failed to establish that the 
proffered position qualifies as a specialty occ~lpation under the requirements at 8 C.F.R. $ 
I4 .2(1) (4) ( i i ) (A)  Accordingly, the AAO shall not disturb thc director's denial of the petition. 

The AAO does not nccd to examine the issue of the beneficiary's qualifications, because the 
petitioner has not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that the position is a 
specialty occupation. In other words, the beneficiary's credentials to perform a particular job are 
relevant only when the job is found to be a specialty occupation. As discussed in this decision, 
thc petitioner did not submit sufficient evidencc regarding the proffered position to determine 
that it is a specialty occupation and, therefore. the issue of whether it  will require a baccalaureate 
or higher degree, or its equivalent, in a specific specialty also cannot be determined. Thcrcfore, 
the AAO need not and will not address the beneficiary's qualifications further. except to note 
that, in any event, the petitioner did not submit an education evaluation as requircd for a forcign 
degree or other sufficient documentation to show that the beneficiary qualifies to perform 
services in a specialty occupation under 8 C.F.R. $ 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(C)(4) as the ercdential 
evaluation submitted does not meet the standard described in 8 C.F.R. 3 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(I), 
which requires that the evaluation be written by an official who has authority to grant college- 
level credit for training and/or experience in the specialty at an accredited college or university 
which has a program for granting such credit based on an individual's training andlor work 
experience. As such, the petition could not be approved even if eligibility fol- the hencfit sought 
had bccn otherwise established. 

The AAO conducts zppellate revicw on a de tzolJo basis. See Soltu~ze v. DO.1, 381 F.3d 143, 145 
(3d Cir. 2004). The appcal will be dismissed and the petition denicd. In visa petition 
proceedings, the burdell of proving eligibility for the benefit sought remains entirely with the 
petitioner. Section 291 of thc Act, 8 U.S.C. $ 1361. Hcrc, that burden has not hccn mct. 
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ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. The petition is denied. 


